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“The F3quenZor”
PART 1

The Guy, as John Reyer, goes to YouTube, where he looks for and finds the Black Eyed
Peas after a notification from InternetDJ.com about the B.E.P’s new offering, “Time of
My Life)” on time, as Johnny continues to demonstrate the next big thing, beyond the
Internet, the communication network known as the F3quenZor.
The Real Time actor deciphers, and blows up a smear campaign by the clowns, live and
online. A plot by some lowlifes—not even worth the energy to stroke their egos by typing
their names into history—is dismantled, and the opposing crew systematically
immobilized when John Reyer breaks their backs in full view of the audience, typing and
then erasing obscenities about who the morons are, before he sends the chat to the young
person whose pic is used as the bait.
He does so when he asks someone posing as a likely love interest for The Guy, where her
last name came from. The poser’s last name is made up of abbreviations of just two of a
million or more evil antagonists who can only imagine what it would be like to possess
John Reyer Afamasaga’s GAME.
John Reyer knows who the two are, and he has been advised via the F3quenzor of the
losers’ fumbling, and their woes, which The Guy creates day in and day out, and the
retarded pair, who now have nil backing, even being told they cannot operate their loser
game on Facebook, have to live on.
John Reyer, who stalls the story for a reason—feeling like having a bit of fun by making
an example of the dumb desperate duo this afternoon—smiles as he hears Metofeaz say,
“No mercy, brother…” on the F3quenZor.
The F3quenZor is the new channel The Guy predicts will replace the Internet within two
millennia—just like Jon Pierre Solomon had told him of how computers and telephones
would be the next big thing when Johnny was just a boy.

He hears the packet he unwraps telling him, “Polina smiles, as she says, ‘Peace.’” And
then the Black Eyed Peas ask,
“Where is the love?”
It had been a good day; he had seen that Mark Zuckerberg, designer of Facebook, was
donating some of his wealth to those less fortunate, just like Gates….
Emotive Entitlements
YouTube "Where Is The Love?" by The Black Eyed Peas
The Black Eyed Peas
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WpYeekQkAdc
http://www.blackeyedpeas.com/home
PART 2
Litigatti looks at ThinkPad as the Black Eyed Peas shout out and fans respond.
The F3quenzor had been designed like the Internet so those who need to share
information for the sake of peace can do so.
Metofeaz looks at the headlines that cover the landing pages of every site, and he sees
that the Internet has been hacked; the concept that was designed for the sole purpose of
security now broadcasts the classified information it was created to pass on secretly.
The Guy demonstrates the F3quenzor at work as he pinpoints with accuracy what he’s not
meant to know about. The information he led people to believe he was harvesting from
different websites is being transferred, using the new network.
It was like The Guy did back in the late ’80s when he and Page networked three
computers via a satellite, physically seeing the computers on a relay—the experiment
took two hours.
The Guy told Page it could be done. “If you can see it, you can access it….” Within an
hour, Page had the three computers in the same room, two of them on truncated lines
talking to each other, or should we say screaming at each other via their fax modems.
Metofeaz pushes the machine away again as he gets up to go out for a walk in the fresh
air….
“I had the time of my life….”
Litigatti hears the song for his part, as he closes the door….

Emotive Entitlements
YouTube "The Time" by The Black Eyed Peas
The Black Eyed Peas
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mBT51SQWTX0&feature=fvst
http://www.blackeyedpeas.com/home
PART 3
Polina laughs as she watches the fans online tell one of the many pretenders who try
desperately to cling to The Guy’s coat tails:
“Write your own story, lmao.” “Don’t read it then….” “John will kick
your dumb arse again…LOL.”
The fans let the ones whose purpose in life for the past few years is to try and put The
Guy off his GAME know that they’re wasting their time as usual.
Polina can’t wait for Chapter 79, which will coincide with Oprah’s Sydney Show on
Tuesday the 14th, the day after tomorrow.
The Black Eyed Peas tell the clowns to:
“Shut Up!”
Emotive Entitlements
YouTube "Shut Up" by The Black Eyed Peas
The Black Eyed Peas
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KRzMtlZjXpU
http://www.blackeyedpeas.com/home

